Over 70% of projects that are started, fail

Brad Snyder

On Time… Under Budget…
Who are you kidding?
All you need are a few simple tools and lots of
attention to details… we’ll give you the tools!!

Projects that Pay Off!!
Proven methods and strategies will help your expert people to bring their projects, both large and
small, to a successful completion, even under tight deadlines and tighter budgets. We will use MS
Project as a learning tool for this program. During this program you will learn:
Ø To determine just what needs to be done – Defining the scope of the project is critical, and a
key factor is asking the right questions of the right people at the right time. Defining the
problem (or the goal) is 80% of the solution.
Ø To chart the Course for Success. We’re to the top of the mountain … and we’ll take it one step
at a time… well planned and well provisioned.
Ø That the straight course may not be the best course. We may take a winding path to
successful implementation. Sometimes the obvious answers lead us astray.
Ø To build a strong Project Team… most expeditions have a collections of experts with strengths
in their own fields… here’s how to get them to pull together as a cohesive group.
Ø To cross the Goal Line – finding and passing those milestones during the journey is what keeps
the spirits high during the trek… establishing effective measures are critical.

The competition is not waiting for you…
Will you lead or follow?
“Brad has an exceptional grasp of the subject material and conveyed it
in a way that captivated the attention of the group and enhanced the
learning experience”
- Ron Schweer, US District Court

From Keynotes to In-Depth Training… Our Programs Work!
Call or go online now to schedule your next program
888-717-2424 techno-speaking.com
1020 SW Lakeview Kansas City MO 64081
888/717-2424 (Toll Free) 816/246-6657 (Direct) 816/246-9887 (Fax)
www.techno-speaking.com inquire@techno-speaking.com

